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WHAT IS AWT?
AWT is known as acoustic wave therapy. So AWT is abbreviation of acoustic wave 
therapy. Regional slimming and cellulite treatment are provided with this treat-
ment. Although they are 20 times higher energy waves then ultrasound waves, 
they do not cause warmth, ache, pain and burn in tissue.

AWT is a full thickness tissue activation treatment which regulates skin, subcuta-
neous adipose tissue, connective tissue, circulatory system, muscles and metabol-
ic system.

As a natural result of this, cellulite is eliminated, skin is tightened and adipose 
tissue volume decreases.

The acoustic waves generated by the AWT System trigger mechanical stimulation 
of applied tissues and secretion of some bioactive substances. Thus neovascular-
ization in tissue and increase in oxygenation in the environment are provided.
In this case, tissue healing is accelerated.

E�ects of AWT on skin and adipose tissue have been approved of losing weight 
and eliminating cellulite by being proven with multicenter studies in Europe.
AWT is not a treatment having equivalence, it is a treatment that rapid results are 
obtained with shorter sessions and its e�ect mechanism has been verified by 
various scientific researches.
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HOW DOES AWT AFFECT?
The main e�ect mechanism in slimming treatment with AWT is acoustic sound 
waves. These sound waves apply pressure on adipose membranes when opera-
tion is held by targeting resistant adipose tissues under the skin.

Adipose membranes which can not resist this pressure tear and fats jammed in 
membrane are released in a minute.

Released fats are excreted in a short time thanks to accelerated metabolism by 
special application technique of AWT e�ect, thus regional slimming is achieved.

Optionally, AWT provides full thickness tissue activation with shock waves with-
out any side e�ects, accumulation, damage or color change up to 6-12 cm depth.

Thanks to shock waves in AWT;
Skin elasticity improves and tightens.
Fibrous bands leaves skin by dissolving and cellulite is eliminated
Volume loss occurs in adipose tissue by increasing cell membrane permeability 
in adipose cells.
Blood circulatory system and lymphatic circulatory system are regulated by 
gaining strength.
Muscular condition improves with biomechanical stimulation and passive exercis-
es in muscles and calories are burned.
Local and general lipolysis e�ect is formed by tissue enzymes activities.
It helps to lose weight by increasing metabolic rate.
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It also stimulates collagen production, elastin ratio provides tighten skin by trig-
gering high-quality collagen production. It removes the indented adverse 
appearance of the skin by eluting mechanically shortened, thickened, deformed 
fibrous bands in the subcutaneous connective tissue.

It has been experimentally proven that shock waves in living adipose tissue 
reach a speeding spread of 1450 m/sec and provide discharge of immobilized fat 
in the adipose cell to intercellular distance by increasing cell membrane permea-
bility.

The micro fat droplets discharged here enter the energy cycle and metabolize by 
participating in circulation with lymphatic capillary in intercellular fluid.

It is important that the cell membrane permeability in adipose tissue is revers-
ible. Because it is not our goal to kill, break or destroy adipose cells.

Because adipose cells are the cells having physiological importance in the body 
(estrogen, insulin, serotonin, etc.) Adipocyte death is a serious problem called as 
fat necrosis and it is required to surgical drainage.

AWT is a device that reduces volume of adipose tissue in a balanced way with-
out damaging the physiology of adipose tissue.

It has been proved that shock waves used in AWT regulate arterial and venous 
circulation in tissues; increase in bleeding tissue and tissue nutrition and thus 
more active connective tissue are obtained. At the same time shock waves 
increase lymphatic drainage
with vermiform contractions (peristalsis) by stimulating smooth muscles of the 
lymph vessels, and they remove both fat micro droplets and also and edema 
fluid from the tissue.

The shock waves in AWT cause energy burning and also providing condition by 
a�ecting on muscles like passive gymnastic with biomechanical stimulation.

Also drainage is increased in blood and lymph vessels as a result of contraction 
with these high-frequency stimuli in the muscles.

Acoustic waves maximize the general metabolic rate by stimulating energy 
points and sympathetic chains in the body with strong and high-frequency me-
chanical energy.

Thus the problem of stopping weight loss resulting of slowing metabolism  
which is seen in patients on diet is eliminated when the diet program is com-
bined with AWT.
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Cellulite treatment Enzymatic lipolysis
Skin and connective tissue tightening
Scar and wrinkle treatment 
Pregnancy stretch marks 
Treatment of spider vein 
Rapid recovery after liposuction

Cellulite is formed when subcutaneous 
connective tissue loses its elasticity and 
skin's appearance turns into orange peel 
appearance as a result of sedimenting 
skin by subcutaneous adipose tissues. 
Shock waves a�ect on indentation formed 
in dermis by fats. They cause fats to be 
torn and release skin by passing through 
skin and fats, and by damaging fats with 
ultrasonic waves. Thus they eliminate 
orange peel appearance by providing 
smoother surface.

ABDOMEN

Shock waves remove regional adipose 
cells from tissue by a�ecting them. They 
provide tightening and recovery of 
skin.They eliminate the problem of skin 
laxity.
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FACE
AWT, acoustic wave therapy, creates higher shock then ultrasound wave. This 
e�ect does not cause cell injury. So it can be performed successively. AWT has 
e�ect on sagging skin, face and neck regions, jowl, arms and legs apart from 
cellulite. It provides tightening and recovery e�ect on the skin by performing 
nonsurgical lifting e�ect.

Acoustic wave therapy provides a full thickness tissue activation treatment 
which a�ects skin, subcutaneous adipose tissue, connective tissue, circulatory 
system, muscles and metabolic system. After this operation, skin on the face and  
neck tighten. It is a suitable choice for persons who do not want face lifting 
surgery, who are at risk for anesthesia and who smoke.

Acoustic wave does not create heat while moving towards subcutaneous and it 
does not damage the tissue. Metabolic and healing properties are revealed in the 
tissue based on the mechanical strength of shock waves. It stimulates collagen 
production in the face and neck regions, elastin ratio provide tighten skin by 
triggering high-quality collagen production.

Collagen gives youth and tightness to skin but in time its DNA is damaged and 
its
self-renewing slows down. So during the rejuvenation process with AWT, remod-
eling of collagen is provided.

A younger and well-groomed skin is achieved with 7 sessions per week.

More superficial applications are conducted with special soft caps developed 
considering the success on skin tightening of shock waves and it is also used in 
skin rejuvenation safely.
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IN WHICH REGIONS IS 
AWT APPLIED?
Modus Cellulite AWT is applied in all regions where localized and resistant 
adipose tissues are heaped up; 
In the hips,
In upper arm parts, In the legs,
In abdominal region, In the face.

IS AWT TREATMENT PERMENANT?
Modus Cellulite AWT provides a permanent recovery, it is not instantaneous.
Being permanent of results depends on attention that person give for weight 
protection.

WHAT IS THE PERIOD AND 
FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION 
OF AWT TREATMENT?
Modus Cellulite AWT application lasts approximately 15-45 minutes. From 8 to 
1O sessions in every 3-4 days according to degree of cellulite. This treatment 
which can be applied at
the lunchtime does not a�ect your daily life. Success of treatment is seen, felt 
and measured clearly in 4-6 sessions and approximately in 2-4 weeks by skin 
tightening and loss of adipose tissue without the necessity of diet. Thinning 
between 5-12% can be seen in the region.

IN WHICH OCCASIONS AWT CAN 
NOT BE APPLIED?
If person has renal and liver failure, If woman is pregnant and if she is a breast-
feeding mothers, If person has leg phlebitis (inflammation of a vein) and vein 
thrombosis (clotting in deep vein), If there is inflammation on the treatment 
area,
If surgical intervention is carried out for varicose vein problem, If person has a 
serious cardiovascular disease,
If person has healed bleeding disorder of if he/she has to take blood thinners, 
AWT cannot be applied.

DIFFERENCE FROM 
OTHER APPLICATIONS
Modus Cellulite AWT is an eliminating cellulite and wrinkles and slimming device. 
It performs this with acoustic shock waves which are approximately 20 times 
stronger than ultrasonic waves. The greatest and the most unique di�erence 
from all other rivals; it is the fact that it reduces fats in a healthy way by trigger-
ing its own physiology mechanism of adipose tissue without using hot or cold 
thermal energy in other words without posing a thermal burn risk in subcutane-
ous tissue.

The all other systems such as Radiofrequency, Ultrasonic Energy, Laser Tempera-
ture or Cryolipolysis {Fat Freezing) methods try to eliminate fat by creating hot 
or cold "Thermal Damage" in subcutaneous tissue. Because the adipose tissue 
melted by heat e�ect is not removed, it may sometimes cause serious problems. 
This situation sometimes causes to indurations and asymmetric appearances 
called as fibrosis in subcutaneous tissues and sometimes causes to skin sagging 
and color change.

Application parameters performed with Modus Cellulite AWT treatment have 
been increasing day by day and application opportunity has been occurred in 
many other regions. It is the most used treatment method because it does not 
require anesthesia and surgical intervention and it is not instantaneous but it 
provides permanent recovery and it has not any side e�ect, and it has very 
important e�ects like activating body.

HOW IS AWT APPLIED?
Modus Cellulite AWT is applied like massaging after putting cold gel on applica-
tion region with the help of special device. It is applied by massaging quickly 
and slowly according to regions where adipose tissues are accumulated by tar-
geting at those adipose tissues.

This massage cannot be applied randomly; it should be applied absolutely by 
subject matter expert.

DOES AWT GIVE PAIN DURING 
AND AFTER TREATMENT?
Modus Cellulite AWT is a safety, painless and comfortable method.
An instant intense pressure and vibration are felt in the region with cellulite 
where application is performed.The pressure depends on quantity of fat. If the 
cellulite problem and regional fat deposition is not too much, in other words, if 
adipose tissues are less, the felt pressure will be much more. Because sound 
waves are adipose tissue-oriented.
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WHAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED 
IN AWT TREATMENT?
4 liters of water on treatment days, 3 liters of water on other days should be 
drunk. Person should walk for 20 minutes every day. Blood thinners should not 
be taken.t

WHY MODUS CELLULITE AWT?
Modus Cellulite AWT is a device for eliminating cellulite and wrinkles and slim-
ming. It performs this with acoustic shock waves which are approximately 20 
times stronger than ultrasonic waves. The greatest and the most unique di�er-
ence from all other rivals; it is the fact that it reduces fats in a healthy way by 
triggering its own physiology mechanism of adipose tissue without using hot or 
cold thermal energy in other words without posing a thermal burn risk in subcu-
taneous tissue.

Modus Cellulite AWT is designed for hospitals, aesthetic clinics, diet polyclinics 
and beauty centers by aiming a wide range of usage area with its e�ectiveness 
and using a maximum e�ciency of shock waves.

Modus Cellulite AWT is successfully used in physical therapy and orthopedic 
clinics in beauty and aesthetic applications such as cellulite, tightening after 
liposuction, removing wrinkles after pregnancy and spider veins, tightening 
therapies, Wide range of applicators maximizes the e�ciency of AWT technolo-
gy with its e�cient rhythms and long-lasting use in Modus Cellulite AWT utiliza-
tion.

Soft applicators in Modus Cellulite AWT have been designed for sensitive areas. 

They have been designed for point and regional therapeutic purpose by provid-
ing absorption of shock waves applied in painful areas.

MODUS SOFT
APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY
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inceler medikal
İnceler Medikal
İvedik OSB Mah. 1472. Cad. 
No: 120 Yenimahalle 
Ankara/Türkiye

tel: +90 312 255 3346
fax: +90 312 255 3347
info@incelermedikal.com
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